Evaluating the feasibility and acceptability of a co-design approach to developing an integrated model of care for people with multi-morbid COPD in rural Nepal: a qualitative study
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ABSTRACT

Objective To understand the feasibility and acceptability of a co-design approach to developing an integrated model of care for people with multi-morbid COPD in rural Nepal.

Settings A rural setting of Nepal.

Participants Data collection included five video recordings, five key informant interviews and observation notes from a final co-design workshop that involved a total of 68 stakeholders: persons with COPD and their family members; healthcare providers, including respiratory physicians; local community leaders; representatives from local, provincial and federal government; academics; and representatives from non-government organisations.

Primary and secondary outcome measure(s) Feasibility and acceptability of using a co-design approach to develop an integrated model of care for people with multi-morbid COPD in rural Nepal.

Results Our qualitative evaluation of the Hasso Plattner’s co-design process found that all stakeholders (including people with COPD/community members, primary care practitioners and local government/senior health officials) were actively engaged in and significantly contributed to the process of co-design. Four main themes were identified which determined the feasibility and acceptability of the resulting integrated model of care: engagement of stakeholders, factors contributing to the co-design process, challenges and opportunities learnt by the researchers and participants in the co-design process.

Conclusion Our study demonstrated the feasibility and acceptability of the Hasso Plattner’s co-design process. Our findings suggest that this co-design approach can be useful and acceptable to local communities and government agencies. It enabled the meaningful contribution of adverse group of stakeholders in the design and delivery of health services in low-income and middle-income countries.

Strengths and limitations of this study

- This is a unique study that evaluated the feasibility and acceptability of Hasso Plattner’s co-design process in developing an integrated model of care for people with multi-morbid chronic obstructive pulmonary disease in rural Nepal.
- It used multiple data sources (interviews, videos and observation notes) to evaluate the co-design process.
- This study resulted in the development of an evaluation framework for a co-design process that can guide researchers/academics, policy-makers and practitioners.
- A robust qualitative analysis using a focused ethnographic method led to the generation of contextually relevant evidence.
- This was a small qualitative study based on purposefully selected participants who participated in the co-design workshop and who may have been more likely to report positive views on the process.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, co-design, a collaborative change process, has been widely used to develop and improve health services. Co-design methods have been cited as being successful in creating greater awareness of the concerns among the stakeholders, shared ownership of the product, an improvement in care and treatment processes and better health outcomes.1-3 A co-design process offers a ‘people-centred’ solution through the active engagement of patients and their family members, healthcare providers and other stakeholders in all stages of the design. The stages of co-design include exploring the problems, identifying priorities, ideating and finalising solutions tailored to the local context and implementing these solutions with and for, the people for whom it
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is an under prioritised health issue in low-income and middle-income countries (LMICs). Limited institutional capacity (such as infrastructure and human resources for health), financial resources and ineffective health leadership in delivering health services contribute to this situation.\(^8\) Among the LMICs, Nepal is one of the poorer countries in South Asia. It has the highest prevalence of COPD (11.7%).\(^10\) In response to this need, we conducted a study among people with COPD between 2018 and 2019 and identified low levels of health literacy, poor self-management practices and various barriers to self-management at patient-family, community and service provider levels.\(^9\) These findings established the need to engage multiple stakeholders in service design to address the self-management needs of multi-morbid COPD people in Nepal.

The effective engagement of different stakeholders requires careful consideration and effort to ensure that power imbalances are addressed, and participants can make a meaningful contribution to the design of the services. The latter is determined largely by the methodology and tools used in the co-design activities.\(^13\) Effectiveness of any co-design approach largely depends on the engagement strategy, attitudes, skills, values and relationships between the stakeholders and researchers, engaging content used during the workshops (such as information packs, learning materials and knowledge exchange processes), clarity on the roles of stakeholders, clear communication and a work plan. Published reviews that evaluate the impact of co-design processes have found both positive\(^4\) and negative results.\(^15\) Positive factors include patient empowerment, positive emotions, credibility of knowledge produced, results adapted to local contexts, development of greater empathy and the development of contextually appropriate interventions. Negative factors include the time taken to participate in co-design process and the financial resources required to conduct co-design workshops.

We used a theory-guided co-design process proposed by the Hasso Plattner Institute of design\(^16\) at Stanford to design an integrated model of care for delivering self-management interventions for the people with multi-morbid COPD in rural Nepal. There are four stages in the process: empathise (understanding the problems), define (defining and prioritising the issues), ideate (designing the solutions) and prototype (refining the solutions). Stakeholders engaged in the co-design process included people with COPD and their family members; healthcare providers, including respiratory physicians; local community leaders; and representatives from local, provincial and federal government, academics and representatives from local and international non-government organisations (NGOs). In the prototype stage, we conducted a 1-hour co-design workshop to finalise our designed prototype. We used multiple engagement strategies, including stakeholder mapping, engagement of active influential social workers and local political leaders at a community level health literacy workshop. Active engagement was achieved by the use of contextual leaning workshops, interpreters and visual diagrams.

Following the workshop, an evaluation of the engagement strategy used in co-design was undertaken to determine what worked well and what did not and how, and in what way, stakeholders subsequently contributed to the outcomes of the co-design process. The use of co-design is commensurate with the principles of working respectfully in LMICs, but the practice is largely untested. Therefore, our study sought to answer the following questions:

1. How well did stakeholders engage in the co-design process?
2. What was the feasibility and acceptability of the co-design process in developing an integrated model of care?

**METHODS**

**Research design**

This was a qualitative study that used a focused ethnographic approach.\(^18\) Data collection included video recordings, key informant interviews (KIs) and overt observation notes from the final co-design workshop. We used interactive evaluation to analyse the data as has been discussed in the implementation science literature.\(^19\)\(^20\) It encapsulated different elements that are essential to successful evaluation such as attention to values, beliefs, knowledge, skills, actions, interpersonal and power dynamics in the decision-making process.\(^21\) This approach is useful when the researcher has background knowledge of the study population, and uses a range of different methods of data collection\(^22\)\(^23\) to generate a holistic description of the phenomenon. Also, integration of different data sources (methodological triangulation) reduced systematic bias, thereby increasing the credibility of the interpretations and derived conclusions.\(^24\)

**Sample and setting**

The sample for this study included stakeholders who were engaged in a co-design project to develop an integrated model of care for people with multi-morbid COPD conditions of Sunsari district, Nepal. A total of 68 stakeholders participated in the co-design workshop including: people with COPD (n=10, 4 female and 6 male) and their family members (n=7); healthcare providers,\(^8\) including one respiratory physician and two primary care doctors; local community leaders (n=12); and representatives from local government (n=14 from agriculture, health,
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Table 1  Details on data collection and sampling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of data</th>
<th>Data collection and sampling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Video recordings</td>
<td>The entire workshop was video recorded by a professional videographer. All the participants in the workshop were informed about the video recordings of the programme and its anonymous use in research and were asked to provide consent for its use in a programme participant diary. Videos were included if they met the following selection criteria: (1) video recordings that sufficiently detail and present the activities of a co-design workshop to refine a model of care, (2) video recordings that capture the discourse of the key stakeholders, (3) video recordings that connect the participants of being with/being there (social actions, interactions, roles and positions), and excluded videos of the refreshments, energiser and photo sessions. In all, eight clips were obtained; however, five were chosen/selected based on the selection criteria, research questions and phenomena being studied. Videos that were included met the following selection criteria: (1) video record that sufficiently detailed and presented the activities of a co-design workshop to refine a model of care, (2) video record that captures the discourse of the key stakeholders and (3) video record that connect the participants of being with/being there; and were videos excluded were of the refreshment, energiser and photo session.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key informant Interviews</td>
<td>Of all the participants of the co-design workshop, five participants were purposively selected based on their interest to participate in the in-depth interview. All five participants have been involved in the project since its inception and took an active part in all the activities of the project. These participants were interviewed by the lead author with the help of an interview guide at the workshop venue. All the interviews were audio recorded, and note taking was done by the trained research assistant. All five consented to take part in the in-depth interview conducted in Nepali, which lasted for 30–40 min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation notes</td>
<td>During the co-design workshop, the observation notes (eg, physical gestures, notes on what was being said, interactions between the participants, punctuality and participants attention in the co-design workshop) were taken by two research assistants and one investigator from the research team. Principal investigator of this study cross-checked the observation notes with research assistants for any inconsistencies and lack of clarity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

education and industry), provincial government (n=4), federal government (n=1), academics (n=3), media representatives (n=4) and representatives from local and international NGOs (n=5). All 68 participants were purposively selected in coordination with the local government authorities, which was solely based on the engagement and contribution of the stakeholders in the research. The co-design workshop was a one-day (6 hours) workshop conducted in Nepali language to capture feedback from all the stakeholders on the designed integrated model of care in the community setting (community seminar hall of one rural municipality). The workshop was jointly moderated by the lead author, an academic from Nepal and a local government health coordinator.

Data collection and sampling
Video recordings, KII and observation notes involved in participant interactions at the co-design workshop were collected, and the details are presented in table 1.

Patient and public involvement
In this study, people with COPD and all potential stakeholders were involved in all stages of the co-design process and the results from the study were disseminated to them through meetings and co-design workshops. All the stakeholders, including people with COPD and their families, were recruited and engaged during the empathise (understanding the problem) phase of co-design. Local government and the advisory group (n=12, including patients, specialists, health coordinators, local government representatives and an academic) provided feedback on the application of evidence generated from the co-design process.

Data analysis
The three sources of data were translated from Nepali into English by the lead author. Table 2 provides the details of the translation. Narratives of video recordings (n=2) and interviews (n=2) were chosen randomly and were checked by two independent bilingual researchers who were not involved in the research in order to ensure the reliability. The three team members (first, second and last authors) conducted regular discussions and reviews to ensure the quality of information, with adjustments made to the vocabularies that caused discrepancies and misapprehension. All the collected data were analysed using thematic analysis guided by Braun and Clarke.25 NVivo software (V.12.00) was used to organise the data and facilitate the coding process.

Ethics
All the participants completed and signed an informed consent form. No monetary incentives or any gift vouchers were provided to the participants for their involvement in the project or qualitative interviews. However, participants did receive reimbursement for travel to attend final co-design workshop.

RESULTS
The five KII included a representative from the local rural municipality, a patient, a policy officer from the
Ministry of Social Development, a senior health officer from the federal ministry and an academic. They were all aged between 30 years old and 55 years old. The majority were men (n=4) and ethnically diverse with the five participants representing three different Nepalese ethnicities (Madhesi, Indigenous and higher caste).

Four broad themes emerged from the triangulation of the data from the KIIs, videos and observation notes. The themes are engagement of stakeholders, contributors to the co-design process and consequences of the co-design process. In addition, the challenges and opportunities identified by the researcher and participants in the co-design process are summarised. The themes provided the foundation for the evaluation framework for co-design process which is outlined in figure 1. The framework illustrates the relationship between the three main themes emerging from this research.

Engagement of stakeholders in co-design

In this theme, we present the contributing factors to stakeholder’s engagement, indicators and signs of participant engagement and the impact of engagement in the co-design process.

Contributing factors to stakeholder’s engagement

Participants described various intrinsic and extrinsic factors associated with the active engagement of the stakeholders. Most of the participants cited the level of respect and trust, sense of equality of power between the stakeholders, the realisation of research gaps and benefits from the research, valuing people’s ideas, opportunity to learn new things, motivation from researchers and the use of culturally friendly process as the intrinsic factors that facilitated their active engagement in the research process.

“I actively participated because the researcher made us [it] clear about the steps of research, and something that was topmost was a level of trust with the researcher [researcher shares culture and uses local language].” [A patient representative, workshop participant]

Some of the extrinsic factors that helped participants to engage in the co-design workshop were a comfortable environment (provision of water and refreshments, the arrangement of bathrooms and the use of an appropriate venues in a convenient location), reimbursement for travel expenses, engagement of active change agents (influential social workers) and accessible information shared in the workshop/meetings. Reimbursement was an important extrinsic factor that motivated the patients and caregivers to actively engage in the co-design activities, and this was also evident in one of the video clips where patients/caregivers were first in the queue to receive the reimbursement for their participation. All the participants highlighted the importance of choosing a local venue for conducting learning activity/workshops.

“I will say, the researcher did really a great job by choosing a venue which encouraged people to participate in the all the activities and the money spent by the researcher remained in community.” [A academic, workshop participant]

Signs and benefits of engagement

In video clips from the co-design workshop, we observed signs of engagement, including punctuality of attendance, gestures (greetings, nodding and smiling) and postures (stretching necks and tracking with their eyes), enthusiastic support for the activity, patience (relaxed position), giving standing ovations to the presenters, note taking, the interaction between the participants, patients and family members sharing their journeys, use of translators (by those who were unable to understand other than their local language like Nepali or English) and attendance throughout all sessions of the co-design workshop. Of these signs, the most notable were punctuality of the participants attendance at the co-design workshop (all participants arrived 30 min before the co-design process).

“...Well! I decided to join this research because I knew that respiratory health in an untouched topic and engagement in the project would give [me] an opportunity to learn new things that I can use in my professional career.” [A Policy Officer, workshop participant]

Participants also reflected on the value of a culturally friendly process and their level of trust in the research.
Figure 1  Framework to guide evaluation of the co-design process.
workshop) and questions asked by local leaders of the patients and their family members, both of which were rare in the Nepalese context.

Because they were engaged, participants were observed to be motivated as they actively participated in the discussions. Moreover, participants used simple and non-technical language, were friendly and welcoming and were open and flexible in their views about how to reach collaborative decisions.

“This was the first research where I engaged in all activities of any project. One of the key things that I learnt from this project is to be flexible and receptive to ideas of others… [Laugh]. Also, I came to know how the democratic process works in real research… [Laugh].” [A local government representative, workshop participant]

Contributors to the co-design process
To understand the factors contributing to the co-design, we analysed both the qualitative interviews and the video clips of the co-design workshop. A summary of these findings is reported below under three sub-themes.

Contextual creativity
Participants described contextually guided processes of learning, sharing ideas and building the capacity of the stakeholders to make meaningful contributions to refining solutions for their community.

“The researcher gave us a full picture of the opportunity landscape and the steps to design a solution for identified problems at our doorstep by holdings different community meeting. In every activity, they [researchers] showed respect to our culture and identity. Now, most of the people in our village know them [research team].” [A policy officer, workshop participant]

A majority of the participants highlighted the importance of empowerment strategies used in the co-design process. These included community-centred educational sessions on health and development issues, use of local community shops for breakfast and lunch, and knowledge exchange sessions in the local community by involving youth, women, social workers and political leaders.

“A few participants also praised the strategy of networking and engaging influential government officials in the project. This was a very challenging task in Nepal usually requiring a daily cash allowance to enable them to attend (not used in this study).

Some participants noted that the learning sessions had empowered the marginalised and indigenous communities. These were observed in the video clips to be actively engaged in discussions and the idea generating exercises. However, women from marginalised communities were seen to be less engaged than other participants.

Government officials involved in the co-design process appreciated the stakeholders mapping exercise, face-to-face meetings and follow-up via phone, sharing meeting minutes and acknowledging the ideas and creativity of government officials in the co-design process.

“Well, now in Nepal, the young implementors like us want to engage in academic research to boost knowledge, which can be useful in bridging the gaps. I believe change is only possible if we [government officials and academics] can create a blended learning environment which can benefit both the academia and program implementors like us.” [A policy Officer, workshop participant]

A government representative appreciated the model of care:

“Well, the most remarkable things you [the research team] did is you developed a model of care that is fully aligned with our health care delivery system and policy.” [A Senior Health Officer, workshop participant]

Principles of co-design
Co-design is more than tapping into individual knowledge; it is about identifying and respective shared values and authentically considering diverse viewpoints. Participants indicated that key values included trust, commitment and respectful communication. In this regard, participants appeared trusting and were observed chatting to each other in a video clip of the final co-design workshop. A few participants felt the respectful environment enabled the generation of new ideas.

“The co-design process is very useful in helping put aside professional egos and creating a trusting and respectful environment.” [An academian, workshop participant]

Presenters use of an elevator pitch helped participants to understand the importance of their engagement and contribution and this was appreciated by some of the participants. Other participants appreciated being
consulted about the choice of venue and dates for the co-design activities. Sending the agenda in advance enabled the stakeholders to prepare for the sessions. Ensuring invitations were sent on government letterhead and that phone call reminders were from the communication team of the local government helped participants to feel ownership and commitment to the project.

“Clear communication from the initial stage of design process creates ownership, fosters relationships between all researchers and stakeholders, thus leading to great enthusiasm and involvement in the design of [the] service.” [An academician, workshop participant]

Tools and processes of co-design
Participants appreciated the use of different tools and strategies to increase engagement, learning and interest in the workshop activities. These strategies included the use of name tags for all participants, an opening session acknowledging the culture and tradition of participants, the involvement of a local government official as a facilitator, the ice-breaker exercise, the interactive learning and knowledge exchange workshop, handouts in both English and Nepali, energising sessions, printed reading materials, ideas sharing working groups and a feedback session. When asked what they liked about the workshop, patients noted the ice-breaker exercise, the energiser activity, and interactive learning and discussion sessions.

“I would say all the activities were well planned, which allowed the participants to learn and to contribute actively and creatively.” [A local government representative, workshop participant].

Video clips of the workshop showed participants participating in discussions and the idea creation activities.

Consequences of the co-design process
The benefits of co-design were identified by the healthcare providers, academics and policymakers. They described the usefulness of co-design in developing contextually relevant evidence, addressing power imbalances between stakeholders and readiness for implementation. Half of the participants reported the co-design process was likely to support implementation of the service, creating an avenue for translation in other settings. However, these ideas were not discussed by the participant representing the patient group.

“Co-design is a wonderful process that can address the implementation challenges and help to achieve the project goal.” [An academic, workshop participant]

In one of the video clips, the local mayor reported being enlightened by the model of care and agreed to provide all the support required for its implementation.

“Well, I am not a health personal nor a researcher…I am a politician. [Laugh] …but the goal is the same… to serve the community. This research has opened the eyes of those all who want to improve the health care delivery system.” [A senior local government representative, video]

Challenges and opportunities
Implementation of a newly designed solution is hard in any context because of limitations to resources, including money and time. The funding challenges were described mainly by local government and Ministry officials.

“I understand how important this model of care is, but I am not in the position to provide funds because our health budget is low. However, I can commit all other supports [reform in local-level policy, human resources for health, office set up etc.,] needed for Implementation.” [A senior local government representative, video]

In the video clips, some women from the disadvantaged communities (particularly members from the Madhesi and Dalits communities) were observed endorsing the opinions of senior health professionals and local government representatives. However, the males belonging to disadvantaged community were observed to be actively participating in the co-design activities.

It is acknowledged that securing the engagement of some stakeholders (particularly government officials) can be difficult to obtain due to the stakeholders competing priorities. Observation notes revealed that researchers held several meetings, follow-up calls and networking processes to ensure the engagement of government officials in the co-design process and it was found to be effective.

DISCUSSION
Increasingly the co-design process is seen as a central concept in health service improvement. Its purported benefits include the practical application of the principles of social democracy and justice, identifying shared priorities and improving services with and for the benefits of the user group. The increasing adoption of the co-design process has resulted in a need to evaluate what is feasible and acceptable in this process. The present study evaluated the co-design process used in developing an integrated model of care to deliver self-management support for the people with multi-morbid COPD in rural Nepal.

Engagement and its contributing factors
In our study, we found the successful engagement of the stakeholders (including users/community members, primary care and local government/senior health officials) and the contextual creative processes to be the contributors to an effective co-design process. Effective and active engagement of the stakeholders is a central point that should be emphasised in any co-design process. Active engagement of stakeholders in a co-design process is largely dependent on both intrinsic and extrinsic factors.
While many studies have sought to involve a wide range of stakeholders in the design of interventions/services, only a few studies have explored the reasons behind engagement in the co-design process. These studies reported a limited number of intrinsic factors (eg, belief among the stakeholders that they can contribute, feeling honoured, maintaining regular contact with stakeholders understanding needs, relationships and trust) and extrinsic motivators (vouchers, snacks and refreshments) for engagement in co-design process. It is recognised that there are a lack of effective engagement strategies and a need to better understand the factors influencing stakeholder engagement. To address this gap, we identified various additional intrinsic and extrinsic factors (as explained in figure 1) that influence the stakeholder’s engagement in developing countries like Nepal.

Engagement signs in co-design
The challenge in the co-design process is to empower and actively engage diverse stakeholders. Fruitful engagement is underpinned by the principles of social democracy, where all stakeholders are respected as equal associates contributing their expertise in the design of services. Engagement of stakeholders can be measured by noting physical signs of engagement such as smiles, gestures and interactions (figure 1), which have not been previously reported in published health service co-design studies. In particular, our experience suggests the value of using video data to observe the signs of stakeholder engagement in co-design research. Several authors have suggested a need for documentation of a rich description of engagement outcomes. In this regard, our study identified motivation to work together, understanding of the value of the co-design process and satisfaction with the strategy, tools and techniques as engagement outcomes. Overall most of the challenges identified in the previous studies were addressed in the present study.

Co-design process: moving from consultation to partnership with stakeholders
Co-design is a non-linear democratic process in the design of the solutions which fit the context and empower the stakeholders while designing solutions. An integrated model of care was developed in line with the policies and practices of the healthcare delivery system of Nepal. Previous studies have highlighted the need for innovations to fit existing organisational systems (policy and healthcare delivery system) in order to achieve sustainability. The implementation of the designed solutions and also dissemination by local government of such evidence-based practices in their network or at policy forums can thus be seen to as outcomes of the co-design of health policies and new organisational structures. Our study demonstrated that empowerment and educational activities adapted to the local language and culture could facilitate trust, confidence, empowerment and a sense of inclusiveness among the stakeholders. Several studies have recognised ‘approaches fitting to culture and language’ as important factors in active involvement of stakeholders in the co-design process. Achieving the trust and commitment of the stakeholders is a key requirement for the transformation of health systems in LMICs. This can be earned by respectful communication from the beginning of the co-design process as has been documented in the previous studies. Our findings highlight the importance of tailoring the co-design processes to the local context, particularly in LMIC like Nepal, with a diversity of local language/s and culture.

Tools and processes for generating engagement in co-design and adaptation to local context
The interest and ideas of the stakeholders can be elicited using the tools and processes for generating engagement in co-design processes such as community learning exercises, knowledge sharing workshops, ideas sharing workshops and decision-making methods. The most typical operational methods in co-design according to the published evidence included focus group discussions, interviews and surveys. Less frequently mentioned were town meetings, symposia and workshops. In this regard, evidence suggests the clear need to report context-specific, tailored, operational methods in co-design research. In the Nepalese context, these tools and processes had been rarely used previously when designing a health service intervention. Our findings provide a guide for co-designing health service intervention through using contextual engagement tools in countries like Nepal.

Acceptability and feasibility of model of care
Our results demonstrated that the co-design process proposed by the Hasso Plattner Institute of design was acceptable and feasible in the local context. While leadership plays an important role in championing a global health intervention, commitment from local leaders to achieve health goals is crucial. In our study, the commitment of local leaders and other stakeholders helped to create an enabling environment for the design and implementation of an integrated model of care. For example, stakeholders reached consensus, on modifications to the model of care, and expressed ownership and readiness to implement it at the local level. In support of our findings, previous co-design literature has described a range of benefits, including grounding the intervention in the real-world experience and developing people-friendly communication tools for clinical practice. Research from health services and implementation science has consistently highlighted the failure of translation of interventions into the practice setting. This is called the ‘improvement-evaporation effect’ by National Health Service in the UK. Implementation is often prevented by lack of active involvement of marginalised communities in the design process and lack of funding for implementation. These lessons were reflected in our findings.

Our results suggest that the prototyping stage of the co-design process was feasible and acceptable to
stakeholders. Further refinements may be made during the implementation phase of model of care. From our experience of this co-design process, we would recommend the use of co-design to develop people-centred solutions aimed at improving healthcare delivery in LMIC such as Nepal.

Strengths and limitations of research methods

Our methodology involved the use of diverse methods of data collection, including videos, interviews and observational notes, to provide a holistic description of the studied phenomenon. This methodology has not been previously used in an evaluation of the co-design process for health service development. We believe this increases the rigour and credibility of the evaluation. Moreover, a robust qualitative analysis using a focused ethnographic approach by one investigator (with input from Australian academics), sharing the culture and language of the study setting, led to the generation of findings with a contextual lens.

A limitation of the study method was the purposive selection of participants. This may have influenced their reaction to the co-design process. Additionally, interviews were conducted by one member of the investigator team who had good rapport with all the stakeholders, and this may have influenced participants’ views.

CONCLUSION

The results of this study support the growing evidence that co-design is a useful process in health service development. We found that it helped to create ownership among the stakeholders and paved the way for implementation in the real-world settings. The co-design process from Hasso Plattner Institute of design appeared to be both feasible and acceptable in designing an integrated model of care to deliver self-management interventions for people with multi-morbid COPD in rural Nepal. This study also resulted in the development of an evaluation framework for a co-design process that can guide researchers/academics, policy-makers and practitioners. Evaluation of its application in other LMICs is required.
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